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While it’s tempting to dismiss recent high-profile procurement 
failures as random isolated incidents, the reality is the nega-
tive news reports, adverse audit findings and costly legal en-

tanglements are early warning tremors, symptomatic of deeper tectonic 
tensions within the depths of many public procurement operations. 
With major project meltdowns becoming the new normal, this article 
will discuss a three-point crisis control plan for senior-level govern-
ments, individual institutions and project teams to build winning con-
ditions.

Evolving a statutory spine
After creating open competition duties under various trade treaties, 
most senior level governments in Canada have failed to establish clear 
and uniform operating systems to help public institutions run their 
major procurement projects. In contrast to the statutory procurement 
frameworks in place at the national and local levels in the UK, across 
Europe, in the US, and in most other Commonwealth jurisdictions, 
Canada is an outlier, lacking the statutory spine of uniform operating 
procedures. Thousands of Canadian institutions are currently fending 
for themselves, operating on the fringes of frontier-style procurement, 
with a patchwork of do-it-yourself local systems full of duplication, inef-
ficiency and unnecessary complexity. For the most part, these local sys-
tems lack proper internal governance frameworks or adequate dispute 
resolution procedures. In fact, the vast majority of Canadian public 
institutions, particularly at sub-federal levels, have no experience nav-
igating the headwinds of full treaty compliance in the highly regulated 
and litigious environment of international bid disputes. They would be 
in for a rude awakening if they tested the waters of treaty compliance 
on a major project based on their current practices. With the Cana-
da-EU trade treaty looming, this is a recipe for disaster. Before imple-
menting the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA), 
senior-level governments should, at minimum, first ensure that they 
have the proper statutory operating systems in place to deal with the 
bid disputes that will inevitably become the new normal.

Building local governance frameworks
The absence of a statutory spine at the jurisdictional level underscores 
the importance of implementing a proper procurement governance 
framework at the local level. This requires senior-level budget approv-
als and clear delegations to project teams at the very beginning of a 

project. Those approvals should be based on a 
project design plan with clear contract scoping, 
pricing and award criteria, along with clearly de-
fined project roles and responsibilities. Yet, most 
public institutions in Canada have not established 
clear local governance frameworks for major proj-
ects. Instead, they improvise based on ill-fitting 
routine procurement procedures. This leads to 
indecision, delay and second-guessing. Building a 
proactive local governance framework should be 
the first priority for all Canadian institutions to re-
duce the risk of major project meltdowns. 

Deploying flexible formats
If project teams want more success, they need 
updated tendering procedures aligned with inter-
national standards and complex project demands. 
Yet, many Canadian institutions remain trapped 
in a tendering time warp, using inflexible formats 
embedded with antiquated, high-risk process rules 
that haven’t been updated in decades. The US has 
gone through two rounds of reforms led by the 
American Bar Association. The ABA’s Model Pro-
curement Code sets uniform statutory standards 
for bidding procedures across state and local gov-
ernments that have been adopted throughout the 
US. The UN has followed a similar path with the 
UN Model Procurement Law. Procedures based 
on the UN rules have been adopted by many coun-
tries, including our soon-to-be trading partners in 
the UK and Europe. These codes have long rec-
ognized the use of flexible tendering formats for 
major procurement projects and have recognized, 
and mandated, electronic bidding to promote sup-
plier competition across borders. Electronic ten-
dering platforms and flexible tendering formats 
tailored to Canadian legal requirements would 
give procurement the tools to succeed.
Trying to succeed with a system lacking clear statu-
tory rules, solid local governance frameworks and 
updated tendering procedures is like trying to roll 
a rock up the side of a live volcano—you have to be 
lucky, and good, to suceed. The public interest de-
mands that we improve those odds for our project 
teams if we want to avoid even more major project 
meltdowns in the years to come.   B2B B2B
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When he reduced costs 
by 13% with a new RTU, 
he wasn’t just saving money. 
He was setting a precedent.
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